About PH-EITI
The Philippine Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative is an international standard of
transparency in the mining, oil and gas sectors
implemented by the Philippines. A multi-stakeholder
group composed of government, industry, and civil
society governs the implementation and is lodged
under the Department of Finance.

About Bantay Kita
Bantay Kita is a coalition of more than eighty (80)
civil society organizations advocating for change in
the way we govern our natural resources. Through
the years BK has worked to empower communities
to ensure openness and accountability in the
mining, oil, and gas industries. BK is affiliated with
the Publish What You Pay International coalition.
This report was authored by Marco Zaplan,
research and communications officer of Bantay
Kita. We wish to express our sincerest thanks to our
partners and to local and national civil society
organizations for their valuable comments and
inputs to this report.
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Executive Summary
The Philippines is one of the most resource
rich countries in the world. Decades of
extraction of these resources, however,
has caused environmental destruction,
social conflict, and minimal positive
impact in the lives of affected
communities. Corruption and poor
governance has plagued the extractive
industries to the detriment of the real
owners of these natural resources – the
Filipino people.
The Extractive Industries Transparency
Initiative (EITI) is an international initiative
of which the Philippines became a part of
in 2013 as a candidate country. The
country’s candidacy was expressed
through Executive Order 79 series of 2012
signed by then president Benigno Simeon
Aquino III. The country has so far
produced three (3) country reports
covering data for the fiscal years 20122014.
After four (4) years since the Philippines
became an EITI candidate country, three
(3) country reports, two (2) EITI Standards
after joining, and one (1) Executive Order
that legitimized the EITI implementation,
has EITI made meaningful impact?

Who benefits
The 2014 Report shows that government
collected 11.1 billion pesos from mining
while at the same time foregoing an
estimated income of 7.4 billion pesos – 4.9
billion from income tax incentives and 2.5
billion from nonpayment of mineral
royalties. The EITI Report reveals how the
current fiscal regime allows for such
scenario. Government could have
collected 18.5 billion as payment for its
finite resources if the playing field were
same for all mining companies.

Civic space
While there is noteworthy positive impact
on CSO engagement at the national

level, this pales in comparison at the local
level. National CSOs are relatively freer to
air concerns while local CSOs are
harassed when raising issues related to
extractives.
In a 2015 report by Global Witness, the
Philippines was ranked most dangerous
country to be an environmentalist in Asia,
second in the world. The spike in killings
was attributed by the report to strong
community resistance to mining.
If government and extractive companies
are serious about improving resource
governance in the country, broadening
meaningful civic engagement and
respect for human rights should be
considered.

Limited Outreach
PH-EITI has so far produced three reports
but its reach remains exclusive to
stakeholders at the national level and
regional political centers. Many far-flung
areas where most affected-communities
are located are rarely reached by the
data and disclosures.
Exclusivity of information reinforces the
existing inequality in affectedcommunities. There needs to be more
effort to democratize the data and
information being made available.

Unmet demands from civil society
Amidst strong lobby from civil society, the
nonmetallic sector and coal has yet to
participate. While there are scoping
studies on small-scale mining and
nonmetallic sector, shedding light means
including them in the report. Semirara
Mining and Power Corporation, the single
largest coal mining company in the
country, has yet to participate. This is
despite participation of the Department
of Energy in the Multi-Stakeholder Group
of EITI.
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Auxiliary rights granted to companies
have yet to be disclosed as well. Even
social and environmental disclosures
agreed to be disclosed remain to be
incomplete.

Sustainability of EITI
Institutionalization of the EITI has yet to be
accomplished. There are two pending bills
in Congress – one in the House of
Representatives and the other in the
Senate, to institutionalize EITI. None has
been tackled even at the committee
level.

The Department of Environment and
Natural Resources has so far issued
Department Administrative Order 2017-07
which mandates mining contractors to
participate in the EITI.
The Philippine Development Plan 20172022 has identified EITI as part of the
legislative agenda of the administration.
Commitment clearly differs from
implementation. EITI’s long-term
sustainability will depend on the
government’s policy direction. This will
only be completely certain until a law is in
place.

Recommendations to Key Stakeholders
Recommendations to
Government
Department of Finance. EITI reports,
primers, and other relevant materials
need to be popularized for better
appreciation of the general public.
EITI outreach activities need to go beyond
traditional centers e.g. Davao, Cebu and
must include areas where the affectedcommunities are. If EITI is to inform public
debate both at the national and local
level, it needs to be felt in areas where it is
needed the most.
It is also high-time to measure the
accessibility of the data and information
disclosed by the PH-EITI both online and
offline. This is to measure the reach that
the initiative is making and provide
evidence that transparency works.
Mines and Geosciences Bureau. Good
governance in the mining industry goes
beyond disclosing information but also
includes meaningful reforms on how
governance is put into action.
MGB must strictly monitor the
effectiveness of mining oversight

committees (MOCs) in addressing social,
environmental, and community concerns
in mining-affected areas. Genuine civil
society participation in MOCs must be
strengthened and institutionalized to
ensure there is proper checks and
balances.
National Commission on Indigenous
Peoples. The NCIP needs to ensure that
the IP Royalty Monitoring Tool is made
relevant to concerned stakeholders.
Moreover, NCIP needs to fulfill
recommendations from the current and
previous reports including the
identification of training needs of
indigenous peoples (IPs) to monitor
royalties.
Department of Energy. On top of all its
pending commitments from previous
reports that are left unresolved, DoE
needs to insist Semirara Mining and Power
Corporation along with other small-scale
coal mines to report to the initiative.
Local Government Units. LGUs need to
ensure proper earmarking of their share
from mining towards livelihood as
mandated by law. Long-term planning is
also necessary to maximize and extend
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benefits from resource extraction. Public
consultation and tools such as fiscal
modeling can aid in policy planning.

Recommendations to
Companies
Disclose information to the general public.
Companies need to go beyond revenue
transparency. They should have efforts in
proactively reporting to the public.
Foster genuine civil society participation
and respect for human rights. Extractive
companies should help enable the
implementation of the EITI Civil Society
Protocol, adopt the UN Guiding Principles
on Business and Human Rights, and strictly
follow pertinent Philippine laws in relation
to civil society’s role in monitoring
extractive operations.

Recommendations to Civil
Society
Continue meaningful engagement with
key stakeholders. The way forward is to
ensure everyone sits at the same table
and dialogues about issues. Establishing
subnational EITI without duplicating
functions of the national implementation
is the way to go. This is to mainstream
local issues that may not be addressed at
the national level.

Monitor the implementation of EITI at the
national level. Civil society needs to
ensure commitments and
recommendations in country reports are
monitored. This is to ensure reforms are
achieved. Annual action plans are posted
online.
Use the data, information, and other
disclosures. Sustaining transparency
initiatives such as EITI involves making
disclosures relevant. Bantay Kita provides
capacity-building programs to partners
interested in understanding and using
disclosures from EITI.
Hold companies and government
accountable. Civil society and
communities need to exhaust all possible
mechanisms including EITI, their local
governments, and various mining
oversight committees to ensure rights of
the communities and the law is upheld.
Civil society and communities must
continue to assert their rights and our
country’s ownership of natural resources.
Keep building and sustaining capacities
at the community level. Meaningful
engagement means everyone is on equal
footing. Civil society needs to continue
building capacities of communities in
understanding the social, environmental,
and economic impacts of extractives.

THE WAY FORWARD IS TO ENSURE
EVERYONE SITS IN THE SAME TABLE AND
DIALOGUE ABOUT ISSUES.
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Assessment of the Report
The third country report covering fiscal
year 2014 is now governed by the new
2016 EITI Standard replacing the 2013
Standard.
The Philippines was recently recognized
during the 2016 EITI Global Summit in
Peru when it was awarded the EITI
Chair’s Award. Reforms from key
government agencies are now in the
pipeline. Civil society needs to be at the
forefront of ensuring these reforms
materialize.

Who joined and who did not?
12%

5. CTP Construction (Adlay)
6. CTP Construction (Dahican)
7. Investwell Resources Inc.
8. Norweah Metals and Minerals
9. Oriental Synergy Mining Corp.
10. Shuley Mine
11. SR Languyan
12. Strong Built Mining Devt. Corp
13. Zambales Diversified Metals
14. TVI Resources Development
15. Wellex Mining Corporation

How much are we receiving?
Mining Revenue Streams. Revenue is
dependent on production and price of
minerals. In the three fiscal years
covered, government has received
close to Php 22 billion, excluding
payments to indigenous peoples’ (IP)
royalties.

88%
Participated

Did not Participate

Through the years, number of
participating mining companies
remained relatively constant.
10

30

2012
Participated

17

15

31

31

2013

2014

Did not Participate

Fifteen (15) entities did not participate in
the Third Country Report:
1. Atro Mining Vitali
2. Berong Nickel Corporation
3. Cambayas Mining Corporation
4. Century Peak Corporation

5,843,47 5,440,21
3,814
9,989

11,105,70
2,856

Reconciled Payments
2012

2013

2014

The third country report looked into ten
payments to government plus the IP
royalties. The ten payments to
government include:
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR)
1. corporate income tax;
2. withholding tax – foreign
shareholder dividends;
3. excise tax on minerals;
4. withholding tax – royalties to
claim owners and IPs and;
Local Government Units (LGUs)
5. real property tax (basic);
6. real property tax (special
education fund);
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7. local business tax;
Bureau of Customs (BoC)
8. customs duties;
9. value added tax (VAT) on
imported materials and
equipment;
Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB)
10. royalty in mineral reservation
Corporate Income Tax
Withholding tax – foreign
shareholder dividends
Excise Tax on Minerals
Withholding Tax –
Royalties to Claim Owners
and IPs
Real Property Tax - Basic
Real Property Tax –
Special Education Fund
Local Business Tax
Customs Duties
VAT on Imported
Materials and Equipment
Mineral Royalty
Total

5,651,513,074
536,748,475
1,800,466,317
192,820,316

62,453,998
27,142,374
231,186,434
87,120,484
483,724,154
2,029,816,208
11,105,702,856

Explaining the increase in mining
revenues. The spike in the 2014
payments can be attributed to both the
increase in production and price of
mainly nickel. Production doubled in
volume. The increase in production may
be attributed to Indonesia’s ban on
exporting of raw mineral ore. Will such
increase be sustained? Data from MGB
shows otherwise.
In 2015, prices of nickel have gone
down and same goes with production.
This scenario better reflects the volatility
of revenues from the industry. Some
years are good, some are bad and 2014
happened to be one of the good ones.
To be highly dependent on revenues
from resource extraction would be
disastrous to national and local
government budgets.

remains relatively insignificant to
national government revenues. The
small contribution of mining to national
revenues isolates the country from the
negative impact of revenue volatility on
the budget unlike other resource
revenue-dependent countries. The
scenario, however, is not good for LGUs
highly dependent on mining. This is why
national and local governments need to
be careful in managing wealth
generated from finite natural resources.
Foregone government mining income
A. Mineral Royalties
Royalties in mineral reservation was
among the payments that saw a
significant jump. From Php 896 million
2013, MGB collected Php 2 billion the
following year.
National government, however, fails to
maximize its collections from finite
mineral resources. Under the Mining Act
of 1995, only companies operating in
government declared mineral
reservations paid the royalties which is
5% of gross sales. Currently, only those in
Zambales and some in Region XIII pay
royalties. Had government imposed the
same tax to all mining companies,
government could have collected an
additional Php 2.5 billion.
Excise Tax (2% of Sales)
Estimated Sales (using
Excise Tax)
Mineral Royalties had
all paid
Actual Mineral
Royalties
Difference

1,800,466,317
90,023,315,850.00
4,501,165,792.50
2,029,816,208
2,471,349,584.50

B. Corporate Income Tax
Corporate income tax has also gone up
from just Php 1.5 billion in 2013 to Php 5.2
billion in 2014. Some companies,
however, also availed of tax incentives
which translates to foregone revenues.

The increase in government revenues
from minerals in 2014 is notable but it
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For fiscal year 2014, six (6) companies
were not subjected to corporate
income tax for availing fiscal incentives
particularly income tax holiday (ITH). Of
the six companies that availed
incentives, four (4) had positive income
before tax. These four companies would
have paid to government an estimated
P4.9 billion pesos had they been
subjected to income tax.

2. Marcventures Mining and
Development Corporation
3. Platinum Group Metals
Gold/Copper/Silver/Zinc
4. OceanaGold (Philippines)
5. TVI Resources Development
Chromite
6. Krominco Inc

Nickel
1. Carrascal Nickel Corporation
Income Before Tax Income Tax

Actual Paid Income Loss to ITH

Carrascal Nickel Corp 2,264,061,508.00

679,218,452.40

557,065.00

Marcventures Mining

242,259,273.30

5,381,094.00 236,878,179.30

807,530,911.00

678,661,387.40

Platinum Group Metals 5,664,088,000.00

1,699,226,400.00 326,000.00

1,698,900,400.00

OceanaGold

2,254,734,564.30 738,642.00

2,253,995,922.30

7,515,781,881.00

Total:

Local Government Units
Significant portions of mining collections
are paid through the national
government. Of the Php 11.1 billion
collected in 2014, only 3% was directly
paid to local government units (LGUs)
and the rest was collected by national
government agencies. It must be noted,
however, that LGUs are also entitled to
shares from nationally collected taxes
Excise tax on minerals and mineral
reservation royalties are shared by
national and local government.

320,782,
806

1,080,27
9,790
720,186,
527

Locally-collected
taxes
LGU

Excise Tax on
Minerals
National Govt

202,981,6
21
1,096,10
0,752
730,733,
835
Mineral
Reservation
Royalty
MGB

National government retains 60% of
excise tax collections while the
remainder is downloaded to LGUs

4,868,435,889.00

where the mining companies operate.
Of the total excise taxes collected in
2014, LGUs affected are entitled to an
estimated amount of about Php 720
million.
Mineral royalties are shared by national
government, LGUs that are in mineral
reservations, and the MGB. Of the total
amount, 10% goes to the MGB. The
remaining 90% is shared by national and
LGUs-affected following the same
formula as the excise tax’. This
arrangement then entitles LGUs in
mineral reservations another Php 730
million.
Totaling payments made directly to
LGUs and their share from nationally
collected taxes yields about Php 1.8
billion pesos or just about 17% of total
payments.
Revenues received and collected by
LGUs raises several questions. Did the
local governments receive these funds
in a timely manner? How was the
money spent? Also, are LGUs receiving
enough?
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Whether LGUs have received these
funds is another question given the
noted delays in downloading funds. This
issue has been pointed out during the
PH-EITI LGU Roadshows.
The third question is difficult to answer.
Prior to the EITI implementation, funds
downloaded to LGUs were often
aggregated. As a result, tracking mining
proceeds was difficult
Secondly, the focus on revenue
disclosure also limits the analysis of
money generated to how much was
paid and received by who – not by how
the money was used.
Also, the absence of a natural resource
trust fund restricts local governments in
spending all the money received in a
given fiscal year. Proceeds may either
be returned to the national treasury or it
go to wasteful spending. Whether the
wealth generated from finite resources
went to long-term investments or not
would be hard to know. One of the
ideas behind a natural resource trust
fund is so that money can be set aside
for investments and the future
generation.
Lastly, LGUs hosting mining are still
receiving less than the national
government when environmental
degradation and social conflicts occur
at the local level.
Some LGUs are failing to maximize their
gains from mineral extraction. Of the
total LGU direct collections of 320
million, Region VII already accounts for
25% despite having only one reporting
company, Carmen Copper. Region XIII
which is host to majority of the reporting
companies collected 23%. The
difference lies in the 2% tax on gross
receipts collected by Toledo City.
Some notable reforms, however, are
being made. The Department of Budget

and Management and Bureau of
Treasury is studying a system for posting
reports on LGU shares in the DBM
website. A draft joint circular was
formulated on guidelines and
procedures on the release of LGU shares
and reporting on how the funds were
utilized. There are several pending bills in
Congress that legislates direct payments
to host local governments so that
national government need not to
disburse the LGU shares from central
offices.
If mineral resource extraction is to make
positive difference at the local, shares of
local government need to be sufficient
and be downloaded in a timely
manner.
Oil and Gas

46,525,0
42,443,42
74,000 35,323,4
0,268
86,733

Reconciled Payments
2012

2013

2014

Bulk of government revenues from
extractives is generated by the oil and
gas sector. Majority of hydrocarbon
revenues is generated by the
Malampaya Gas Project jointly owned
by a consortium consisting of the Royal
Dutch Shell, Chevron, and the Philippine
National Oil Corporation.
Revenue streams covered are:
Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR):
1. Corporate income tax
2. Withholding Tax – Profit
Remittance to Principal
Department of Energy (DoE):
3. Government Share from
Production
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Corporate Income Tax
Withholding tax – Profit
Remittance to Principal
Government Share from
Production
Total

12,074,597,174
3,313,283,389
27,055,539,705
42,443,420,268

Total collection from oil and gas
amounted to 42.5 billion pesos. A huge
chunk of this amount is collected by the
Department of Energy followed by the
Bureau of Internal Revenue. It is worth
noting that collection went on a dive
from Php 46 billion in 2012 to Php 35
billion in 2013 and later recovering in
2014. This is the kind of volatility in
revenues that is expected from
extractives hence the importance of
prudent extractives revenue
management.
Malampaya Fund
Special Account Fund 151 or
Malampaya Fund is created from
receipts of government in oil and gas
projects. The fund is aimed at financing
“energy resource development and
exploration programs and projects of
the government and for such purposes
as may be hereafter directed by the
President”.
No disbursements have been made
against the said fund since the Supreme
Court issued a ruling in 2013 stating that
the Malampaya fund can only be spent
on energy resource development and
exploitation activities.
Balance Jan 1, 2014
Collections, 2014
Disbursements, 2014
Balance Dec 31, 2014
Collections, 2015
Disbursements, 2015
Balance Dec 31, 2015

148,856,184,883
25,933,822,551
1,855,515,497
172,944,769,692
17,030,383,158
1,635,220,411
188,466,822,213

On maximizing benefits from extractives.
Why is it necessary for government to
maximize its gains from finite resources?
As owners of the resources, the

government and its people are entitled
to it. Secondly, extracting minerals is a
one-time opportunity to improve
people’s lives. Once minerals are
extracted, they will never grow back. If
government fails to benefit from its finite
resources, it loses that one-time
opportunity.
Under the current scenario, the
Philippines loses a lot from foregone
income, the absence of a mineral
downstream industry, and policies to set
aside funds for long-term investments.
Currently, majority of mineral production
is exported raw. Simply exporting raw
ore generates lesser jobs, investments,
and other value-adding activities for the
economy. Processing countries gain
more value as they are able to turn the
country’s raw ores to more high-value
products such as steel and automobiles.
If government is to ensure it gains from
its finite minerals in the long-run, it needs
to maximize its revenues from the
industry put in place mechanisms to
encourage more processing in the
country and allow for long-term
investments from mineral proceeds.

Are we shedding
enough light?
Unmet CSO demands.
The past three country reports have
mainly focused on the sectors of
metallic mining, oil and gas, and coal.
The PH-EITI has yet to include other very
significant sectors in the extractive
industries including small-scale mining,
cement, and nonmetallic mining.
Cement and nonmetallic mining. In
2014, nonmetallic mining’s production
value amounted to 66 billion pesos
compared to 139 billion pesos of
metallic mining. There are currently 54
large-scale non-metallic mines in the
country.
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LafargeHolcim, the largest cement
company in the world, disclosed its 2015
payments to governments where it
operates. In a disclosure made to the
European Union where it is required, it
showed that the Philippines was the third
top recipient among countries where
the company operates. The company’s
payment is 66 million Francs Suisse or an
estimated 3.1 billion pesos using
average exchange rate that year. This
represents about 28% of all reconciled
payments of mining companies in the
2014 EITI Report.
Auxiliary Rights. Civil society through the
CSO MSG members has continously
demanded that auxiliary rights granted
to mining companies be disclosed.
These rights include use of timber, water
and other natural resources in the
Contract Area.
These documents have yet to be
disclosed. The second PH-EITI Report has
highlighted gaps from the side of the
Environmental Management Bureau
(EMB) in the management of
environmental impact assessment (EIA)
documents of certain mining
companies. This has yet to be addressed
by EMB. EIA documents are very critical
as they serve as baseline in monitoring
the impacts of the mining operations
among other important functions. If
communities do not know what the
environmental impacts of mining are,
how can they hold government and
companies to account?

Is it all about the
money?
Extractive operations are not just about
the money. Extractives entail social and
environmental costs to affectedcommunities. The 2016 Standard already
recognizes social and economic
spending as one of the requirements.

Under the Mining Act, companies are
mandated to allot for social
development and management
programs (SDMP) and environmental
protection and enhancement programs
(EPEP). Mandatory expenditures are not
paid to government agencies and do
not form part of government revenues.
Monitoring of these programs is
conducted by the Multi-Partite
Monitoring Team (MMT) which is
composed of government, company
representatives and civil society. It is
created by the Mines and Geosciences
Bureau per project.
MMT reports include (1) SDMP’s physical
and financial accomplishment with
recommendations); (2) EPEP report on
environmental monitoring of water, air,
rehabilitation among others; and (3)
safety and health program (SHP) report.
MMT reports are made at least quarterly.
In a survey of 2014 MMT reports of 23
mining companies, however, some
reports have yet to be submitted by
regional offices of the MGB to the
central MGB which then submits to the
EITI.
ASDMP
AEPEP
SHP
Report
Report
Report
1st Quarter
12
17
14
nd
2 Quarter
12
17
14
3rd Quarter
7
8
5
4th Quarter
3
5
0
These reports are important to ensure
mandatory expenditures are spent on
what they are intended for by the law
and that they contribute to the
development of impacted communities.
The 2nd Country Report’s Contextual
Information identified key findings after
looking at SDMP Monitoring Reports. It
noted that monitoring reports do not
follow a standard format hence not all
reports mention the progress of
completion. Most importantly, impact of
these projects are not stated.
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Recommendations in previous country
reports were raised to the MGB. The
Bureau has cited existing Department
Administrative Orders (DAOs) that are in
place, and are being implemented to
address recommendations raised.

Social Development and
Management Program (SDMP)
SDMPs are 1.5% of a company’s
operating cost. Of the said amount, 75%
is allocated for community
development programs; 15% for mining
technology and geosciences
advancement programs; and 10% for
information, education, and
communication programs. Annual SDMP
has gone up from 2012 to 2014.

Annual SDMP

SDMP (in
million PhP)

2012

2013

2014

285

393

441

Environmental Protection and
Enhancement Program (EPEP)
The cost of EPEP includes environmentrelated expenditures for the entire life of
the mine. Annual EPEP cost shall
approximate 3-5% of direct mining &
milling cost under the law.

Annual EPEP

EPEP (in
million PhP)

2012

2013

2014

768

2,125

2,014

EPEP spending is very significant when
compared to other revenue streams.
This tops even local government
revenue streams and share from
national wealth. Beyond the amount,
EPEP spending is also for environmental
protection. If spending is not well
accounted for, how can citizens make
sure that negative impacts are
mitigated? One way to know is for
communities to look at EPEP quarterly
monitoring reports. Top spenders with
the number of quarterly EPEP reports
submitted to the EITI include:
Name of Mining
Company
Carmen Copper
(Region VII)
Philex Mining
(CAR)
Taganito Mining
(Region XIII)
Carrascal Nickel
(Region XIII)
Rio Tuba Nickel
(Region IVB)
Lepanto
Consolidated
(CAR)

Spending,
FY 2014
596,454,939
182,953,833
345,037,174
182,953,833
114,370,000

EPEP
Reports
4
2
2

111,360,000
-

Of the 31 participating companies, only
23 were surveyed. Each company
should have at least 4 reports per year.
Only Carmen Copper have four
submitted to the EITI.
A mine rehabilitation fund shall be
established and maintained per mining
project where funding will be made
available. The fund comes in two forms:
a. Monitoring Trust Fund
b. Rehabilitation Cash Fund
Two mining projects are undergoing
rehabilitation/decommissioning phase.
These are the TVI Resource
Development’s Canatuan Project in
Zaboanga del Norte and the Rapu
Rapu Mining’s project in Albay.
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Rehabilitation Cash Fund
Expenditure
2012
44,881,711
No reconciled
2013
2014
483,762,719

It is worth noting that in 2012 there was
an unreconciled amount postreconciliation of 102,267,544.

Are affected communities
reached by EITI?
The 2016 Standard’s mandates
implementing countries to conduct
outreach activities aimed at informing
the citizens. Currently, outreach events
are in traditional centers which limits the
reach to impacted communities.
Beyond the physical limitations, the
Standard also requires that reports are
comprehensible and written in an
“accessible style and appropriate
languages”. It is then important for key
findings to be written and translated
accounting for the country’s diverse
languages.
Beyond reaching out, communities
should also be informed on how to
access, understand, and use disclosures.
This way, they are not just receivers of
information but also active users. This
makes disclosures relevant. Training
initiatives should be included in the
agenda of all stakeholders.
Limiting channels of disclosure. While
technology is generally good, there are
instances when it also causes exclusion

of some important sectors. The PH-EITI’s
utilization of online platforms are worth
noting as these are innovative and
follows international trend in the
transparency movement. The issue lies in
access to these platforms. Far-flung
areas are mostly not connected to the
internet and hence have issues
accessing the data and information
from tech platforms. It is noteworthy that
there are parallel initiatives – offline and
online, and these must continue. Relying
on online platforms alone will exclude
important stakeholders who have little to
no access to the internet.

Who truly benefits from our
natural resources?
Secrecy in ownership of extractive
companies has led to corruption and
bribery especially when politicallyinfluential individuals are involved. The
2016 EITI Standard lays down directives
to identify the real owners behind the
contracts and permits issued by
government by 2020.
Exposing the real owners will allow for
scrutiny and more level playing field for
all companies. When owners hide
behind a veil of secrecy and corporate
layers, holding them accountable
becomes difficult, if not impossible.
PH-EITI MSG has approved the Beneficial
Ownership Roadmap and civil society
needs to continue pushing for it in the
agenda.

BEYOND REACHING OUT, COMMUNITIES SHOULD
ALSO BE INFORMED ON HOW TO ACCESS,
UNDERSTAND, AND USE DISCLOSURES.
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What’s next for PH-EITI?
Institutionalization of PH-EITI.
Long-term sustainability of EITI can only be achieved if enacted into law. This will ensure
government will allot funds and other necessary resources for its implementation.
Making participation mandatory among extractive companies and government
agencies under a law would also provide a comprehensive picture of the extractive
industries’ contribution and impact. While there is an Executive Order on the
implementation of EITI and a department administrative order by the DENR on
mandatory participation of mining contractors, these policies may be overturned or
revoked by subsequent administrations hence the need for a law.

Revenue disclosures will not solve corruption.
The EITI process should go beyond disclosing revenue data. Corruption happens not
only in the payment for resources but also in how the money is spent. In a statement by
former Clare Short on EITI’s focus, she reiterated that revenue disclosure must be the
center of the initiative’s implementation. While necessary and valid, revenue disclosure
alone accounts only for a portion of the value chain of a resource project.
Revenue disclosures address some questions such as whether a company paid the
correct amount and whether government received it. If the concern is to ensure natural
resource extraction positively impacts the citizens, the bigger question should be
whether the payments made, significant or not, went to meaningful expenditures and
value-adding investments. Was the payment used to construct school buildings or to
procure flower pots? Was the money used to send children to school or to fund town
fiestas? Were the taxes paid spent on social services or expenditures that ultimately
benefited the company still?
The focus of the EITI process should go beyond revenue disclosure. For EITI to continue to
add value to decision-making, it needs to also look into how revenues and funds are
spent by government and the companies in the case of the SDMP. This is to ensure
money generated from extraction benefit citizens.

THE FOCUS OF THE EITI PROCESS SHOULD
GO BEYOND REVENUE DISCLOSURE.
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Assessing EITI Disclosures
CSO Consultations
Bantay Kita convened its CSO constituency to form part of the CSO Multi-Stakeholder
Group Members advocacy agenda. Suggestions and ways forward were
recommended in these series of consultations. The extent of reaching these ways
forward put forth by civil society is worth assessing especially now that the country is
undergoing validation. Below are CSO recommendations taken from the series of
consultations along with comments on the progress or updates.

CSO Recommendation
Disaggregate per company, per site, per
operation
Include all forms of payment to the
government and communities (i.e., IP
royalties, SDMP, in-kind payments,
donations)
Disclose transfers from government to
companies (i.e., incentives)
Include mineral extraction figures –
volume, value, associated minerals,
related price, and mineral reserves on a
per site basis
Include social and economic contribution
including employment by age, gender,
nationality and related wages
Include background on the beneficial
owners of companies

Include economic evaluation of
contribution of the operation to the local
economy
Provide information on flow of funds (from
company to government) and flow of
mineral extraction (from site to shipping or
processing)
Include large scale operating mines, oil
and gas operations
Include, eventually, offshore mining
operations, nonmetallic mines, cement
industry, downstream mining companies,
geothermal and hydro companies, water
extracting companies, forestry and
logging, large plantations, and biofuels
Law on institutionalization of EITI

Progress/Update
Reporting is now per company, per
operation
Material revenue streams from BIR, MGB,
BOC, LGUs, and NCIP. Other payments are
in the template.
Incentives included in the template and list
of companies in the report; BOI passed to
BIR the burden to disclose
The report includes extraction per project
and value; There are no disclosures on
project-level mineral reserves
The report includes 5-year SDMP
expenditures and employee
demographics by gender, IP or non-IP,
local or foreigner
A summary of beneficial owners of
participating companies in the 2nd Country
Report is provided where information on
nationality of individual or corporation and
the number of entities are provided
None/pending

Description of process included in the
report

The report now includes material large
scale metallic mines and oil and gas
companies
Scoping study on small scale mining and
nonmetallic mining; Both sectors are to be
included in the fourth country report

Pending EITI Bills in Congress

Updates on Recommendations from Previous Reports
Recommendation

Progress/Update

DBM/BTr: Disaggregate LGU shares by type
of sources of payment on a per company
basis

DBM required certifications from BIR, MGB,
DOE to include details required by PH-EITI

DBM/BTr: Inform LGUs of name of
companies, collection per company, type
of revenue, date of payment and
computation of share

DBM requested BTr to reflect in NADAI
furnished to LGUs the details required by
PH-EITI;
ICTSS is studying a system for posting
reports on LGU shares
DBM and BTr formulated a joint circular on
release of shares

DENR: Capacitate MGB ROs and MMTs

MGB conducted workshop on
standardization of monitoring procedures
on environmental compliance

DENR: Make EITI-participation a
prerequisite for the issuance of small-scale
mining permits

No update

DENR: Require all mining companies to
participate in EITI

Implemented through DAO 2017-07

DENR: Improve MGB’s license register and
maps of mining tenements

MGB is upgrading its system to include
Online Mineral Rights Management
System

DENR: Activate PMRBs

Ongoing: PMRB activation, improvement
of small-scale mining and EITI database,

DENR: Improve MGB database and
monitoring system for SDMP

Ongoing: ensuring coordination between
companies and LDCs in formulating
SDMPs, standardization of SDMP
monitoring checklist, electronic
submission, adoption transparent
selection and formation of MMT and
MRFCs

NCIP: Utilize tool developed by NCIP and
PH-EITI for monitoring royalties
Improve NCIP database
Build capacity of IPs to monitor their
royalties through their own monitoring
mechanisms

Consultation workshop with NCIP 11 and
13

DILG/BLGF: Digitize and improve
disaggregated reporting of LGUs including
grants and donations by companies to
LGUs

Roll-out of Environment and Natural
Resource Data Management Tool
(ENRDMT)
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DoF’s DAO 049-2016 mandating treasurers
to report using ENRDMT
DILG/BLGF: Review legislation on sharing of
local business tax

BLGF submitted proposed amendments to
the LGC in consultation with DILG, NEDA
and DBM

DOE: Require reporting per company and
not per service contract

No update

Develop and IT system for centralizing
payments
Designate an EITI person from DoE’s
financial services
Maintain online register of licenses
Require companies including Semirara to
participate
Disclose all oil and gas and coal contracts
including Semirara’s
DoF/BIR: Propose amendments to
confidentiality clause in the National
Internal Revenue Code

Proposed amendment included in the EITI
Bill exempting extractive companies in
relation to EITI participation

DoF/BIR: Disaggregate withholding taxes

Implemented

BOC: Validate if all capital requirements
are zero-rated

BOC is coordinating with Management
Information System and Technology
Group

BOC: Disaggregate data for VAT and
customs duties

Implemented

BOC: Revise current systems of recording
data

There are separate accounting codes for
VAT and customs duties

BOI and PEZA: Disclose incentives given to
extractive companies
Make process and criteria for awarding
incentives transparent

BOI wrote a no-objection letter to disclose
to PH-EITI but two companies objected,
three others did not respond.
BOI will only disclose upon consent of
companies.
BIR is not covered by Sec 81 of EO 226
and “would be able to provide the data
more freely”.
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Conclusion
The EITI process may be broken down into three simple steps. A candidate country
establishes a multi-stakeholder group (MSG) who will then govern the process. This will
be followed by the disclosure of all data and information relevant to the extractives
sector. The final step is for disclosures be communicated to inform decisions on how
finite resources are managed to benefit the citizens.
The core of the EITI process, however, should not be seen by stakeholders as simple as
ticking boxes when a requirement is accomplished. In-country implementation of EITI
should not be confined to the minimum standards set by the international EITI but rather
by demands set by the citizens.
Intangible impacts such as informed citizenry, broadened and protected civic space,
and sound decision-making backed by data and detailed analyses are not far-fetched
if EITI is further strengthened and institutionalize into government systems.
Expanding the ripple effect means reaching out to far-flung areas and making
disclosures relevant to those most impacted. Translating transparency to accountability
and tangible benefits is a major challenge but also necessary to prove that when
resource governance is transparent, everybody wins.
Civil society needs to continue pursuing policy reforms by using data and disclosures. It
is a long and challenging process but essential step towards strengthening our
institutions and capacity in handling resource governance issues.
Each stakeholder will have their own narrative about the extractives. At the end of the
day, data and facts will always remain constant. This is why EITI is necessary.
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